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(BETWEEN) Programming steps are clear and logical. An alphanumeric liquid display guides the path with useful word requests, visible even in bright sunlight. In addition, ESP is loaded with water saving features simply not found on competitive price units. Flexible programming options, dual
programming and water budgeting help all esp owners easily manage water use. Features Specifications Models Documents So we moved into a new house about a year ago and came up with a Rainbird SYSTEM ESP - 8Si and everything was running well until my lawn guy neighbors recently
mentioned to me I probably needed to water more or check to see if something was wrong with my system and he was right.. Sprinklers don't seem to have been running in the last few months. I set the auto run at 3:00 twice a week, so it was something that went completely unnoticed. I tried to manually
run the system, checked the wick everything I know with my skill level in irrigation systems and they won't do anything. The controller will start the program and countdown of each time station left as if it is running too. I don't even know where to start. I thought maybe the plumber I had out might stop the
irrigation valve when installing a filtration system? Anyway, before I had to pay for a type of irrigation to get out to work I thought I would get to interwebs and see if my fellow redditor can help me diy it. Update (Pics):Below is a link to a few pictures of boxes and controller where it helps you all [System
Pics] ( [Solenoids box] ( Page 2 12 comments
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